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Crossovers between meiotic homologs are crucial
for their proper segregation, and crossover number
and position are carefully controlled. Crossover
homeostasis in budding yeast maintains crossovers
at the expense of noncrossovers when double-
strand DNA break (DSB) frequency is reduced. The
mechanism of maintaining constant crossover levels
in other species has been unknown. Here we investi-
gate in fission yeast a different aspect of crossover
control—the near invariance of crossover frequency
per kb of DNA despite large variations in DSB inten-
sity across the genome. Crossover invariance in-
volves the choice of sister chromatid versus homolog
for DSB repair. At strong DSB hotspots, intersister
repair outnumbers interhomolog repair 3:1, but
our genetic and physical data indicate the converse
in DSB-cold regions. This unanticipated mechanism
of crossover control may operate in many species
and explain, for example, the large excess of DSBs
over crossovers and the repair of DSBs on unpaired
chromosomes in diverse species.
INTRODUCTION
DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are introduced into the
genome as part of the meiotic program to segregate homologs
and form haploid gametes (Keeney, 2001). Repair of DSBs using
the homolog but not the sister chromatid as a template is
required to produce functional (interhomolog) crossovers, which
are essential in most organisms for the proper segregation of
homologs at the first meiotic division. Interhomolog (IH), but
not intersister (IS), repair also promotes genetic diversification,
important for the evolution of species. How DSB repair is
controlled to occur productively between homologs rather than
nonproductively between sisters is a critical, unsolved problem
in meiosis, one that we address in this study.
Although DSBs are concentrated at preferred sites (hotspots)
on chromosomes, crossovers are nearly uniformly distributed
along chromosomes in the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe studied here (Young et al., 2002; Cromie et al., 2007).Our studies on the requirements for IS and IH repair lead us to
propose a novel mechanism for crossover control—the con-
trolled repair of DSBs by differential interaction with the sister
chromatid or with the homologous chromosome. This mecha-
nism maintains a nearly constant level of crossovers, measured
in centimorgans per physical unit of DNA, in the face of wide
variations in the frequency of DSBs along the genome. The find-
ings reported here are also relevant to meiotic recombination in
other contexts and to mitotic cells, in which DSB repair with the
sister chromatid appears to be preferred, precisely to avoid
crossovers. (Here and below we use ‘‘crossover’’ to mean that
between homologs, as only these produce genetic recombi-
nants and the chiasmata that facilitate proper meiotic homolog
disjunction.)
Because crossovers are crucial for proper homolog segrega-
tion in meiosis, their number and position are exquisitely con-
trolled by various means. In most species crossovers interfere
with each other, resulting in their being farther apart than
randomness would predict. In the budding yeast Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae, when the number of DSBs is modestly
decreased, the number of crossovers is maintained at a nearly
constant level at the expense of noncrossover outcomes of
DSB repair (Martini et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2008). The molecular
basis of this crossover homeostasis is not known, but Martini
et al. (2006) suggested that it is related to that of crossover
interference, whose molecular basis is also unclear. In support
of this view, mutations in certain genes affect both types of
control (Chen et al., 2008). An additional level of control lies at
the initiation of recombination, the formation of DSBs, which
varies markedly across genomes, with some loci, called hot-
spots, having much more frequent DSBs than other regions. In
S. pombe, DSBs at hotspots, which are separated on average
by 65 kb, can be as much as 400 times more frequent than
DSBs in other intervals (Hyppa et al., 2008). The frequency of
crossing-over in a chromosomal interval is determined by
a complex interplay of each of these factors. Here we focus on
the interplay of DSB formation and partner choice for DSB repair
in meiotic recombination.
The central mechanics of meiotic recombination appear to be
similar in the several species examined and perhaps in all sexu-
ally reproducing species (Keeney, 2001; Cromie and Smith,
2008). In S. pombe, meiotic DSBs are formed by the action of
Rec12, the homolog of Spo11 in S. cerevisiae (Cervantes et al.,
2000). Aided by other proteins, Rec12 breaks each DNA strandCell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 243
Figure 1. Model for Meiotic Recombination
in S. pombe
Meiotic replication (not shown) produces sister
chromatids, each a DNA duplex (thick lines, red
and blue distinguishing the homologs). (1) A DSB
is made in one duplex by Rec12 (with assistance
by other proteins), and Rec12 (green ball) remains
covalently linked to the 50 ends of each DNA strand
(thinner lines). (2) The MRN complex (Rad32-
Rad50-Nbs1) with Ctp1 clips off Rec12 and
resects one DNA strand to form long ssDNA with
a 30 end. (3) This ssDNA forms a nucleoprotein fila-
ment with Rad51, and strand invasion, aided by
Rhp55-Rhp57, is promoted in three possible
ways to form single Holliday junctions (HJs). At
strong DSB hotspots, Rad22-Rti1 promotes
intersister HJ formation, and Swi5-Sfr1 promotes
interhomolog HJ formation; both reactions are
independent of Dmc1. Rad22-Rti1 plays a minor
role in interhomolog gene conversion, perhaps
by SDSA (Octobre et al., 2008). In DSB-poor
regions, Swi5-Sfr1 and Dmc1 promote interhomo-
log HJ formation. (4) The HJs are resolved by
Mus81-Eme1 into crossovers as shown or non-
crossovers (not shown). The crossovers aid chro-
mosome segregation at the first meiotic division
and promote genetic diversification. See Cromie
and Smith (2008) and Milman et al. (2009) for
references and further discussion.and becomes covalently linked to each 50 end of the DNA at the
DSB (Cromie et al., 2007; Hyppa et al., 2008; Milman et al., 2009;
Rothenberg et al., 2009) (Figure 1). Rec12 is removed with an
oligonucleotide attached to it (Milman et al., 2009; Rothenberg
et al., 2009), and the DNA end is thought to be resected in the
50 to 30 direction (Farah et al., 2009). A free DNA end is thereby
created and, assisted by multiple proteins studied here, invades
homologous duplex DNA, either the sister chromatid or the
homolog, and uses it as a template for DNA synthesis and
DSB repair. Invasion of duplex DNA by single-stranded (ss)
DNA is thought to create a displacement loop (D loop), which
in turn is cut and anneals to the second end of the initially broken
DNA to establish a stable four-stranded DNA molecule— a
Holliday junction (HJ) (Cromie et al., 2006). Resolution of the
Holliday junction into two duplex DNA molecules by the
Mus81-Eme1 complex (Boddy et al., 2001; Cromie et al., 2006)
can result in the reciprocal exchange of DNA flanking the DSB
to produce a crossover. IH, but not IS, exchange provides
a physical connection important for meiotic homolog segrega-
tion and increased genetic diversification.
Several aspects of crossover control appear to operate at a
critical step of recombination, the formation of the initial joint
DNA molecule by strand invasion (Figure 1, step 3). The choice
of unbroken partner—sister chromatid or homolog—and the
stability of the joint molecule determine whether this interme-
diate is further processed into a crossover or not. (In certain
mutants of S. cerevisiae, some DSBs appear to be repaired by
interaction with both the sister chromatid and the homolog
[Oh et al., 2007; Jessop and Lichten, 2008; Oh et al., 2008],
but the relevance of these events to those inwild-type is unclear.)
Stand invasion requires multiple proteins. Rad51, also called
Rhp51 in S. pombe (Muris et al., 1997), is a homolog of bacterial244 Cell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.RecA protein and has robust strand-exchange activity resulting
from its coating 30 ss DNA ends and facilitating the invasion of
duplex DNA (Aboussekhra et al., 1992; Shinohara et al., 1992;
Sung, 1994; Haruta et al., 2006). As expected, in S. pombe
rad51D mutants, meiotic DSBs are made but not repaired, and
meiotic recombination and spore viability are severely reduced,
indicating the essential role of Rad51 in meiotic DSB repair
(Muris et al., 1997; Grishchuk and Kohli, 2003; Young et al.,
2004).
Like many other species, S. pombe has another, meiosis-
specific RecA homolog, Dmc1 (Bishop et al., 1992; Fukushima
et al., 2000; Haruta et al., 2006). In S. pombe dmc1D mutants,
meiotic DSBs are formed and repaired as rapidly as in wild-
type and spore viability is high, but recombinant frequencies
are reduced 3- to 6-fold in the several intervals reported (Fuku-
shima et al., 2000; Grishchuk and Kohli, 2003; Ellermeier et al.,
2004; Young et al., 2004). These data indicate that DSBs are
repaired in S. pombe dmc1D mutants but less frequently with
the homolog than in wild-type. In S. cerevisiae, Dmc1 is needed
for essentially all IH recombination, and dmc1D mutants have a
severe meiotic defect, at least in some strains, as there is an
apparent barrier to redirecting DSB repair from the homolog to
the sister (Bishop et al., 1992; Shinohara et al., 1997; Hayase
et al., 2004; Tsubouchi and Roeder, 2004; Niu et al., 2009).
Rad51 requires two distinct accessory (mediator) complexes
for efficient strand exchange; in S. pombe these are Rhp55-
Rhp57 (homolog of Rad55-Rad57 in S. cerevisiae) (Khasanov
et al., 1999; Tsutsui et al., 2000; Tsutsui et al., 2001) and Swi5-
Sfr1 (homolog of Sae3-Mei5 in S. cerevisiae) (Akamatsu et al.,
2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004; Hayase et al., 2004). Both purified
complexes stimulate Rad51-promoted strand-exchange reac-
tions, and Swi5-Sfr1 additionally stimulates Dmc1-promoted
reactions (Sung, 1997; Haruta et al., 2006; Ferrari et al., 2009).
Whereas mutants lacking either single complex have only a
mild meiotic DSB repair defect (Young et al., 2004), mutants
lacking both have a severe defect comparable to that of a
rad51Dmutant (Hyppa et al., 2008). From these and other obser-
vations it was proposed that the Rhp55-Rhp57 and Swi5-Sfr1
complexes act in different subpathways of Rad51-dependent
recombination (Akamatsu et al., 2003; Grishchuk and Kohli,
2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004). When both subpathways are
blocked, Rad51 cannot function in strand exchange.
To determine the roles of these gene products in the
mechanics and control of meiotic DSB repair, we assayed HJs
at two unlinked, strong meiotic DSB hotspots, meiotic break
site 1 (mbs1) and ade6-3049 (Steiner et al., 2002; Young et al.,
2002; Cromie et al., 2005; Steiner and Smith, 2005). Diploids
with heterozygous restriction-site markers flanking these hot-
spots allowed us to differentiate IH and IS HJs and thereby
measure partner choice for DSB repair (Cromie et al., 2005,
2006); recombination between markers on homologs provided
an additional measure of IH repair.
Our analysis of the gene products required for HJ formation
reveals a novel, differential requirement for Dmc1 at strong
DSB hotspots versus weaker DSB sites. To reconcile a major
discrepancy between the nearly uniform distribution of cross-
overs but strikingly nonuniform distribution of meiotic DSBs
(Young et al., 2002; Cromie et al., 2007), we show here that
this aspect of crossover control, which we call crossover invari-
ance, is effected by the repair of DSBs at strong hotspots
predominantly by IS HJ formation without Dmc1 and at weaker
DSB sites by IH HJ formation with Dmc1 (see Discussion and
Figure 6). This mechanism of crossover control contrasts with
the crossover homeostasis reported in S. cerevisiae (Martini
et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2008). We discuss the choice of partner
for meiotic DSB repair and the biological consequences of these
two types of crossover control in these two markedly different
yeasts and other species.
RESULTS
Formation of Meiotic Holliday Junctions
at the DSB Hotspotmbs1 Is Rad51 Dependent
but Dmc1 Independent
To determine the genetic requirements for the formation of HJs,
an intermediate essential for crossover formation, we used a
previously developed physical assay for HJs at the strong DSB
hotspot mbs1 (Cromie et al., 2006). DNA was extracted from
meiotically induced cells and analyzed via two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis and subsequent Southern blot hybridization.
Replication and recombination intermediates, both of which
appear in this analysis, can be differentiated by the timing of
the G1 to G2 transition and by Rec12 dependence: recombina-
tion intermediates occur after DNA replication and, unlike repli-
cation intermediates, are Rec12 dependent (Cromie et al.,
2006). Replication intermediates were visible at 2.5 and 3 hr
(Figure 2), which corresponded to the timing of replication
measured by flow cytometry (Figure S1 available online).
Recombination intermediates (HJs, indicated by dashed lines
in the 4 hr panel) were visible from 4 to 5 hr in a wild-type strainand accumulated to high levels in mus81D strains; rec12D
blocks the appearance of HJs at these late times in both
mus81+ and mus81D strains (Cromie et al., 2006), implying that
these HJs are recombination intermediates. In a rad51Dmutant,
replication intermediates were formed with nearly wild-type
kinetics and frequency, but essentially no recombination-related
HJs were formed (Figure 2 and Figure S2A). (Hereafter, ‘‘HJs’’
refers to recombination-related HJs.) Thus, most or all HJ forma-
tion depends on Rad51 in S. pombe. S. cerevisiae rad51
mutants, however, retain a significant level of HJs (Schwacha
and Kleckner, 1997).
In marked contrast, dmc1+ and dmc1D strains showed the
same levels of HJs in bothmus81+ strains andmus81Dmutants,
in which HJs accumulate and in which amore precise determina-
tion is possible (Figure 2 and Figure S2C). Dmc1 independence
was unexpected based on the reduction of recombination in
several intervals in dmc1D mutants (see Introduction), in partic-
ular the 6-fold crossover reduction in the ura1–rqh1 interval,
which contains the mbs1 hotspot assayed here (see Table 1
and Figure 5C discussed below). A dmc1D mutant deficient in
strand exchange would be expected to give fewer IH HJs to
account for the fewer crossovers observed. This seeming
discrepancy will be addressed below and in the Discussion.
These data show that all detectable HJ formation depends on
Rad51 but is independent of Dmc1, at least at the mbs1 DSB
hotspot.
Holliday-Junction Formation Depends on a Combination
of Swi5-Sfr1 and Rhp55-Rhp57 Mediator Complexes
We next determined the roles of the mediator complexes
Swi5-Sfr1 and Rhp55-Rhp57 in HJ formation at mbs1. A swi5D
mutant formed and repaired HJs with wild-type kinetics, but the
frequency was reduced to60%of the wild-type level (Figure 2).
Total (accumulated) HJs, measured in a swi5D mus81D double
mutant, were also reduced to about 60% (Figure S2C). swi5D
and sfr1D single mutants and the double mutant had similar
viable spore yields, as high as 40% of the wild-type yield (Table
S1A), and the sfr1D mutation partially suppressed the viable
spore yield defect of mus81D (Table S1A), as did swi5D (Eller-
meier et al., 2004). This suppression likely reflects fewer HJs
being formed, thereby alleviating the mus81D resolution defect.
These data provide further evidence that Swi5 and Sfr1 act as
a complex important, but not essential, for HJ formation (Aka-
matsu et al., 2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004; Haruta et al., 2006).
To test the role of the Rhp55-Rhp57 complex on HJ formation,
we used the rhp57D mutant; rhp55D, rhp57D, and the double
rhp55D rhp57D mutants have similar phenotypes in genetic
assays (Khasanov et al., 1999; Tsutsui et al., 2000; Grishchuk
and Kohli, 2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004). The rhp57D mutant
formed and repaired HJs with wild-type kinetics but with a
reduced frequency, about 75% of the wild-type level (Figure 2),
slightly higher than that of swi5D. In an rhp57D mus81D double
mutant, total (accumulated) HJs at mbs1 were reduced about
2- to 3-fold (Figure S2C). The low viable spore yield of mus81D
was partially suppressed by rhp55D or rhp57D (Table S1A), as
true for swi5D or sfr1D (Ellermeier et al., 2004). Thus, elimination
of either the Swi5-Sfr1 or the Rhp55-Rhp57 complex reduced
but did not eliminate HJ formation.Cell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 245
Figure 2. Holliday-Junction Formation at the DSB Hotspot mbs1 Is Dependent on Rad51 and Its Mediators but Is Independent of Dmc1
DNA of meiotically induced cells with the indicated mutations was digested with PvuII, separated by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, and Southern
blot-hybridized with a dsDNA probe specific formbs1 (see Figure 3, upper left panel for diagram). Images of Southern blots of DNA from HJ resolvase-proficient
(mus81+) strains show the formation and repair of HJs from the start of meiotic induction (0 hr). The corresponding graph shows the quantification of branched
DNA recombination intermediates indicated by the dashed lines (4 hr panel, top row); these recombination intermediates migrate above the linear DNA arc and
are formed after 3 hr, when replication is complete. The quantification of replication intermediates (dashed lines in 2.5 hr panel, top row) is omitted here for
clarity (see Figure S2A for the complete timecourse). Replication and recombination intermediates are inferred from the timing of DNA replication (Figure S1),
dependence on Rec12, and accumulation inmus81Dmutants (Cromie et al., 2006). The half-hour delay in maximal HJ abundance in the dmc1Dmutants is within
our experimental error. Each measurement is the mean of two independent meiotic inductions, and nearly all values are within 20% of their respective means;
error bars are omitted for clarity. See also Figure S1, Figure S2, and Figure S3.Removal of components of both mediator complexes, how-
ever, showed a much more dramatic effect. A swi5D rhp57D
double mutant formed HJs at a severely reduced frequency,
similar to that of a rad51D mutant; that is, essentially no HJs
were formed at the DSB hotspot mbs1 (Figure 2). This result is
consistent with DSBs remaining unrepaired in this doublemutant
(Hyppa et al., 2008). Collectively, these results agree with earlier
studies indicating that the two complexes are part of two alterna-
tive pathways of Rad51-dependent recombination (Akamatsu
et al., 2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004).
Swi5-Sfr1 Is Necessary for the Formation
of Interhomolog, but Not Intersister, HJs
To investigate the roles of the twoRad51-dependent pathways of
HJ formation, we determined the relationship between interho-
molog (IH) and intersister (IS) HJs formed at the mbs1 hotspot.
In particular, we tested whether the mediator complexes influ-
enced the formation of one or both types of HJs. Heterozygous
restriction sites flanking mbs1 were used to assay IH and IS
HJs via two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Cromie et al.,
2006; Figure 3, upper left panel). IH HJs were strongly reduced,
by a factor of 5, in both swi5D and sfr1D mutants, but IS HJs
were formed at nearly wild-type frequency (Figure 3). In a swi5D
mus81D mutant, accumulated IH HJs were also reduced by a
factor of 5, but ISHJs remainedat thewild-type level, asobserved
in swi5D mus81+ strains. The IS:IH ratio in the swi5D mus81D246 Cell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.double mutant was nearly the same as that in the swi5D
mus81+ strain (17:1 and 21:1, respectively), much higher than
the wild-type ratio of 4:1 (Figure 3). Thus, the specific reduction
of IHHJ frequencywasnot anartifactof IHHJsbeingmore rapidly
resolved than IS HJs inmus81+ strains. In a dmc1Dmutant, both
IS and IH HJs appeared at the wild-type level (Figure 3), consis-
tent with the total HJ assays noted above (Figure 2).
To determine the function of the other mediator complex,
Rhp55-Rhp57, we examined rhp57D and rhp57D mus81D
mutants. Unlike the result with a swi5D mutant, both IH and IS
HJs were reduced slightly in an rhp57D mutant, and the IS:IH
ratio remained at the wild-type level (4:1; Figure 3). In the
rhp57D mus81D double mutant, both IH and IS HJs were
reduced 2-fold compared to rhp57+ mus81D, and again the
IS:IH ratio remained at the wild-type level (Figure 3). In summary,
our data indicate that the Swi5-Sfr1 complex functions specifi-
cally in the formation of IH HJs, whereas Rhp55-Rhp57 functions
nonspecifically in all HJ formation.
Reduction of Crossover DNA atmbs1 Reflects
the Observed HJ Levels in the Mutants
The flanking heterozygous markers at mbs1 allowed measuring
IH crossover DNA as diagnostic restriction fragments (Cromie
et al., 2006; Figure 3, upper left panel). Of the mutants tested,
rad51D and swi5D rhp57D mutants showed the lowest levels of
detected crossovers, reduced to 0.4%–0.5% from the wild-type
Table 1. Dmc1 Dependence of Recombination Becomes Stronger at Lower DSB Levels
(A) Ade+/103 Viable Sporesa
ade6 Alleles Crossed DSB Level (%)b dmc1+ dmc1D dmc1 Ratioc
3057 3 M375 <0.1 0.51 ± 0.17 (3) 0.17 ± 0.02 (3) 3.0
M26 3 52 0.7d 5.6 ± 0.41 (7) 2.5 ± 0.12 (7) 2.5
3074 3 52 —e 8.7 ± 0.47 (6) 5.6 ± 0.25 (7) 1.5
3049 3 M375 5.8d 14 ± 3 (3) 12 ± 4 (3) 1.2
3049 3 M26f 6.5d 35 ± 2 (4) 32 ± 3 (4) 1.1
(B) Genetic Distance (cM)i
Intergenic Interval Tested kb Maximal DSB Peakg WT cM/kbh + dmc1D swi5D dmc1 Ratioc
lys3–aur1 68 13 0.19 (0.16) 12.5 1.9 0.3 6.6
lys3–ura1 212 49 0.12 (0.11) 24.4 — — —
lys3–ura1 (mbs1D)j 212 85 0.13 25.2 4.3 2.6 5.9
ura1–rqh1 91 149 0.19 (0.12) 17.4 3.0 — 5.8
ura1–rqh1 (mbs1D) 79 20 0.14 11.0 1.0 0.5 11.0
ura2–leu2 14 107 0.15 2.1 0.55 0.5 3.8
aData are the mean ± SEM of the Ade+ recombinant frequency from the number of crosses in parentheses. See also Table S1B.
bPercent of ade6 DNA broken in rad50S meiosis (Steiner et al., 2002).
c Ade+ frequency or cM in dmc1+ divided by that in dmc1D.
dCalculated as the mean of the DSB values in the homozygous diploids.
eNot determined.
f Ade+ frequency from ade6-3049 3 ade6-M26 in swi5D was 5.8 ± 0.1 (4), giving a ratio of 6. In sfr1D, it was 8.8 ± 0.6 (4), giving a ratio of 4. Thus, this
recombination is Swi5-Sfr1 dependent.
gMaximal value of median-normalized Rec12-DNA linkages, measured by ChIP-on-chip analysis, in the indicated interval in side-by-side assays of
mbs1+ and mbs1D (Figure 5 and Figure S6) (Hyppa et al., 2008; Cromie et al., 2007; G. Cromie, R.W.H., and G.R.S., unpublished data).
h Data in parentheses are from Young et al. (2002).
i Recombinant frequencies in Table S1B were converted to cM using Haldane’s equation.
jmbs1-19, a 12 kb deletion.frequency of 2.7% (Figure 4), comparable to the reduction previ-
ously seen in mus81D (Cromie et al., 2006). The low levels of
crossover DNA are consistent with the lack of DSB repair or HJ
formation in the absence of either Rad51 or both the Swi5-Sfr1
and Rhp55-Rhp57 complexes (Young et al., 2004; Hyppa et al.,
2008) (Figure 2). The low, residual level of the restriction fragment
assayed as crossover DNA in the rad51D and mus81D mutants
likely reflects conversion of the right-hand restriction site rather
than crossing-over (Cromie et al., 2005, 2006).
The crossover reductions seen in swi5D, sfr1D, and rhp57D
mutants (Figure 4) are consistent with their previously described
phenotypes based on both genetic and physical assays (Aka-
matsu et al., 2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004; Khasanov et al.,
2008) (Figure 2, Figure 3, and Table 1). As expected, both cross-
overDNA (Figure 4) and IHHJs (Figure 3)were reduced in rhp57D,
swi5D, and sfr1Dmutants, although the precise degree of reduc-
tion is uncertain because of the low IH HJ levels in the mutants
and the likely conversion product interfering with crossover
determination. The residual crossovers in these mutants were
Mus81 dependent, as crossover levels in the swi5D mus81D
and rhp57D mus81D double mutants were lower than those in
swi5D and rhp57D single mutants but comparable to those in
themus81D single mutant (Figure 4) (Cromie et al., 2006).
In contrast, in the dmc1D mutant we observed a marked
discrepancy between the genetic and physical data. As noted
in the Introduction, in dmc1D there is a 3- to 6-fold reduction
of intergenic recombination measured genetically in severalintervals, including the 91 kb ura1–rqh1 interval, which includes
thembs1 hotspot studied here (Table 1). We observed, however,
no significant reduction of crossover DNA (Figure 4) or IH HJs
(Figure 3) in the short (4.8 kb) interval encompassing the mbs1
hotspot. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that
recombination at strong DSB hotspots, such as mbs1, is Dmc1
independent but recombination elsewhere is Dmc1 dependent.
To address this possibility, we investigated recombination and
HJ formation at another hotspot, ade6-3049, amenable to both
genetic and physical analyses.
Gene Conversion of the ade6-3049 DSB Hyper-Hotspot,
but Not of Other ade6 Alleles, Is Dmc1 Independent
Intragenic recombination between alleles of the S. pombe ade6
gene results exclusively from gene conversion (Gutz, 1971).
Previous measurements of ade6 intragenic recombination in a
dmc1D mutant showed a consistent reduction by a factor of
2–3 relative to wild-type (Fukushima et al., 2000; Grishchuk
and Kohli, 2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004) (Table 1A). However,
ade6 intragenic recombination using the ade6-3049 allele, a
very intense DSB and recombination hotspot (Steiner et al.,
2002; Steiner and Smith, 2005), manifested no significant depen-
dence on Dmc1 (Table 1A). In contrast, crosses with ade6-3057,
a non-hotspot control for ade6-3049, showed a 3-fold reduction
in the dmc1Dmutant, similar to that reported for other intragenic
intervals (Fukushima et al., 2000; Grishchuk and Kohli, 2003;
Ellermeier et al., 2004). ade6-3074, whose hotspot activity isCell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 247
Figure 3. Swi5-Sfr1 Is Necessary for the Formation of Interhomolog, but Not Intersister, HJs at the DSB Hotspot mbs1
The relative amounts of IH and IS HJs in the indicatedmutants were determined as in Figure 2 using diploids with heterozygous restriction sites as indicated in the
diagram in the upper left panel. The black bars atmbs1 indicate the dsDNA probe. IH and IS HJs were determined by differences in their masses, 18.4 and 13.6 kb
for IS HJs, and an intermediate mass of 16 kb for IH HJs. Parental fragments are 9.2 kb (P1) and 6.8 kb (P2). Gel images from 4.5 or 5 hr (the time of maximal HJs)
for the indicated mutants are shown. Red arrows indicate IS HJs; blue arrows, IH HJs. Quantification of HJs in 2–5 experiments (a single experiment for sfr1D) is
displayed on the bar graph; data are the mean, and the error bars indicate the range or standard error of the mean (SEM). The ratio of IS:IH HJs is given below for
comparison. See also Figure S1, Figure S2, and Figure S4.intermediate between those of the hyper-hotspot ade6-3049
and the weaker hotspot ade6-M26 (Steiner and Smith, 2005),
gave an intermediate reduction (1.5-fold). Thus, these data
are consistent with Dmc1 becoming less important for recombi-
nation, and hence IH HJ formation, as the intensity of the DSB
hotspot goes up.
In contrast, Swi5-Sfr1 is strongly required for ade6 intragenic
recombination regardless of the alleles crossed. ade6-3049 3
ade6-M26 recombination was reduced by a factor of 4–6 in
both swi5D and sfr1D strains (Table 1A, footnote 6); recombina-
tion of other ade6 alleles is also reduced in each mutant by
factors of 4–14 (Schmidt et al., 1987; DeVeaux et al., 1992; Eller-
meier et al., 2004; Khasanov et al., 2008). These data show that
recombination at the hotspot ade6-3049, like that at mbs1,
requires Swi5-Sfr1 but not Dmc1. These results imply that the
requirements for strand invasion and recombination differ for
DSBs at hotspots and DSBs in other intervals (see Discussion).
HJ Formation and Crossing-Over at the ade6-3049
DSB Hyper-Hotspot Parallel the Events atmbs1
To complement these genetic analyses and to determine the
requirements for HJ formation at another DSB hotspot, we as-
sayed the formation of HJs and crossover DNA at ade6-3049.248 Cell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.The frequency of HJs formed at ade6-3049 was comparable
to that at mbs1 (2.1% at ade6-3049 and 2.8% at mbs1, as
measured in the mus81D mutant background) (Figure S3). As
expected from the genetic data (Table 1A, footnote 6), HJs at
ade6-3049 were reduced by a factor of 3 in the swi5D strain,
whereas only a slight decrease (25%) was seen in the dmc1D
mutant (Figure S3), similar to the data at mbs1 (Figure 2).
At the ade6-3049 hotspot as at mbs1 (Figure 3), in both wild-
type and mus81D backgrounds, IS HJs were more frequent
than IH HJs, by ratios of 2:1 and 3:1, respectively (Figure S4),
only slightly lower than the 4:1 ratio seen at mbs1 (Figure 3).
The frequencies of IS and IH HJs at ade6-3049 were also similar
to those at mbs1 (Cromie et al., 2006; Figure 3). In a swi5D
mutant (mus81+), IH HJs at ade6-3049 were reduced about
3-fold, but IS HJs were not significantly reduced. Therefore, at
both mbs1 and ade6-3049, a swi5D mutation reduces IH HJs
more than IS HJs, but both are independent of Dmc1 (Figure S4).
These data agree with the genetic data for ade6-3049 (Table 1A)
and the assays of total HJs at ade6-3049 (Figure S3). Thus, by
these assays HJ formation is controlled similarly at the two
strong DSB hotspots mbs1 and ade6-3049.
Crossover DNA at ade6-3049was assayed with heterozygous
restriction-site mutations flanking ade6 (Figure S5, lower right
Figure 4. Crossover DNA at the DSB Hot-
spot mbs1 Is Dependent on Rad51 and Its
Mediators but Not on Dmc1
The level of crossoverDNAatmbs1wasmeasured
by the accumulation of the R2 recombinant DNA
fragment (black arrowhead; see Figure 3, upper
left panel for diagram). Crossover frequency is
2 3 (R2 DNA)/total DNA. Each measurement is
the average of the crossover DNA fragment at 6
or 7 hr in two independent meiotic inductions
(one for sfr1D); the error bars indicate the range.
Based on tetrad analyses, the residual level of
crossover DNA in rad51D, swi5D rhp57D, and
mus81D mutants can be accounted for by gene
conversion of the righthand marker (Cromie
et al., 2005). See also Figure S1, Figure S2, and
Figure S5.panel), as was done at mbs1. Crossover DNA was reduced
2-fold in swi5D, but no significant reduction was seen in
dmc1D. Thus, these physical data are in accord with the genetic
data (Table 1A): the Swi5-Sfr1 complex has an important role at
ade6-3049 similar to that atmbs1, whereas Dmc1 does not influ-
ence any of the events of recombination—the frequency of HJ
formation, crossover DNA formation, or gene conversion—at
either DSB hotspot.
Holliday-Junction Formation and Crossing-Over
in Low-Level DSB Regions Strongly Require Dmc1
HJ formation, crossover DNA formation, and gene conversion at
thembs1 and ade6-3049 hotspots do not require Dmc1 (Figure 2,Cell 142, 243–2Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure S3, Figure S4,
and Figure S5; Table 1A). Paradoxically,
Dmc1 is required for wild-type levels of
crossing-over in multiple genetic inter-
vals (Fukushima et al., 2000; Grishchuk
and Kohli, 2003), suggesting that HJ
formation in these chromosomal regions
does require Dmc1. We therefore tested
the possibility that HJ formation in inter-
vals lacking strong DSB hotspots
requires Dmc1. We examined two such
low-level DSB intervals (i.e., hotspot-
poor regions), each about 15 kb long;
one is 20 kb to the right of mbs1, and
the other 200 kb to the left of mbs1
(Figure 5). In both intervals total (IS plus
IH), HJs were readily detectable in
dmc1+ strains but were strongly reduced
in dmc1Dmutants (Figures 5A and 5B). In
the mus81D background, HJs accumu-
lated to 0.6%–0.9% in dmc1+ strains
but to only 0.1% in dmc1D strains. In
contrast, there was no significant reduc-
tion at thembs1 hotspot, as noted above
(Figure 5 and Figure S2C). These data are
consistent with the genetic data: Dmc1 is
required for HJ formation and recombi-nation in some genetic intervals but not in others. In both classes
of intervals, HJ formation is Swi5 dependent (Figure 5 and
Figure S2C), in accord with genetic recombination in all tested
intervals being Swi5 dependent (Schmidt et al., 1987; Ellermeier
et al., 2004). As only IH HJs are Swi5 dependent (Figure 3 and
Figure S4), this result suggests that the HJs in DSB hotspot-
poor intervals are predominantly IH HJs.
To complement these physical assays, we measured
crossing-over between markers that bracket DSB hotspot-
poor and hotspot-rich intervals. In the 68 kb DSB hotspot-poor
interval between lys3 and aur1, about 200 kb to the left of
mbs1, the strongest DSB site is <1/10 as intense as mbs1 in
the ura1–rqh1 interval (Young et al., 2002; Cromie et al., 2007)55, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 249
Figure 5. HJ Formation in DSB-Poor Regions Requires Dmc1
(A) DNA from the indicatedmutants extracted 5 hr after meiotic induction was digested with PvuII, separated by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, and probed
for HJs at the positions shown in (C).
(B) The fraction (%) of total probed DNA in the position of HJs was determined for blots in (A) or similar blots. Data are the means of 2–3 determinations; SEM
is <20% of the mean.
(C) Map of the left portion of NotI fragment J on chromosome I shows genes used for crosses in Table 1B, the positions (indicated by horizontal brackets labeled a,
b, and c) of the restriction fragments analyzed in (A), and the level of Rec12-DNA covalent linkages (relative DSB frequency) in a rad50S strain 5 hr after meiotic
induction, normalized to the genome median (Cromie et al., 2007; Hyppa et al., 2008).
See also Figure S1.(Figure 5C; Table 1B). Crossovers in the lys3–aur1 interval
were strongly reduced, by a factor of 6.6, in the dmc1D mutant
(Table 1B), in accord with the strong reduction of HJs in the
14 kb subinterval of lys3–aur1 in the dmc1D mutant (Figures 5A
and 5B). Thus, both HJ formation and crossing-over are strongly
dependent on Dmc1 in this DSB hotspot-poor region, in stark
contrast to the Dmc1 independence at strong DSB hotspots.
As expected, crossing-over in the small (14 kb) ura2–leu2
interval, which contains a strong hotspot (Figure S6A) (Cromie
et al., 2007; Hyppa et al., 2008), was reduced by a factor of
only 3.8 in the dmc1D mutant (Table 1B).
We directly tested the Dmc1 requirement for crossing-over in
an interval (ura1–rqh1) with and without a strong hotspot (mbs1+
and mbs1-19, respectively). The 12 kb mbs1-19 deletion
strongly reduced the intensity of the DSB hotspot (by a factor of
7; Figure S6B; Table 1B) but only modestly reduced crossing-
over (by 35%; Table 1B). The dmc1D mutation reduced
crossing-over in the ura1–rqh1 interval by a greater factor
(11.0) in mbs1D than in mbs1+ (5.8). These data are in accord
with the physical assay for HJs (Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 5)
and the increased Dmc1 dependence of gene conversion and
crossing-over as the level of DSBs decreases (Table 1). In
summary, both the physical and genetic data show that Dmc1250 Cell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.is more strongly required for recombination in DSB hotspot-
poor regions than in DSB hotspot-rich regions. Below, we
discuss the implications of these observations.
DISCUSSION
The data reported here bear on two questions—how is the intact
DNA partner (homolog versus sister chromatid) chosen for DSB
repair, and how is crossing-over maintained at a constant level,
in spite of highly focused DSBs (hotspots)? We present below
a basis for this novel aspect of crossover control, which we
call crossover invariance, stemming from the genetic control of
partner choice for DSB repair demonstrated by the data reported
here.
Distinct Genetic Requirements for Interhomolog versus
Intersister HJ Formation
Our results show that the S. pombe Swi5-Sfr1 complex is neces-
sary for IH but not IS HJ formation at the two DSB hotspots
examined on chromosomes 1 and 3 (Figure 3 and Figure S4),
and genetic recombination data suggest that this function
extends to DSBs across the genome (Schmidt et al., 1987;
Ellermeier et al., 2004; Khasanov et al., 2008; Table 1). To our
knowledge, this is the first report of a differential genetic require-
ment for IH versus IS HJ formation in any species other than
S. cerevisiae, in which several proteins function specifically in
meiotic IH HJ formation. Lack of Dmc1, Red1, Hop1, Rad51,
Rad55, or Rad57 reduces the frequency of IH HJs but not of IS
HJs (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994, 1997), and Mnd1-Hop2
and Hop1-Red1-Mek1 appear to specifically promote IH recom-
bination (Tsubouchi and Roeder, 2002; Niu et al., 2005, 2007).
Latypov et al. (2010) have inferred from genetic experiments
that S. pombe Hop1 and Mek1 are similarly involved in partner
choice for meiotic recombination. In S. pombe swi5D and
sfr1D mutants, most meiotic DSBs at hotspots are repaired,
albeit with delayed kinetics (Young et al., 2004; our unpublished
data). These DSBs are repaired almost exclusively with the sister
chromatid; DSBs that are repaired in wild-type with the homolog
may be repaired in these mutants via synthesis-dependent
strand annealing (SDSA), as no increase of IS HJs was seen in
thesemutants (Figure 3 and Figure S4), resulting in onlymodestly
reduced viable spore yields but strongly reduced recombinant
frequencies (Ellermeier et al., 2004) .
IS HJ formation may be mediated by Rad22 and Rti1,
S. pombe homologs of S. cerevisiae Rad52 (van den Bosch
et al., 2001). In an assay measuring intrachromosomal recombi-
nation, the rad22Dmutant shows a 6-fold reduction compared to
rad22+, and a double mutant with rti1D has a 100-fold reduction
(Octobre et al., 2008). In contrast, IH crossing-over is not detect-
ably reduced in rad22D or rti1Dmutants; gene conversion at two
loci is reduced about 2-fold and may occur by an HJ-indepen-
dent mechanism, such as SDSA, in these mutants. These results
support an IS-specific role for Rad22-Rti1 to complement the
IH-specific Swi5-Sfr1. Consistent with this view, Rad22 inhibits
loading of Dmc1 but stimulates loading of Rad51 onto replication
protein A (RPA)-coated ssDNA in vitro (Kurokawa et al., 2008;
Y. Murayama and H. Iwasaki, personal communication). These
results suggest that Rad22 and Rti1 mediate IS HJ formation
and that the Swi5-Sfr1 complex mediates IH HJ formation by
controlling the access of Rad51 and Dmc1 to the ssDNA end
of resected DSBs.
Dmc1 Acts Primarily in DSB Hotspot-Poor Regions
in S. pombe
Our genetic and physical data indicate that the requirement for
Dmc1 in meiotic recombination is inversely related to the
strength of DSB hotspots in the chromosomal interval tested.
For both intragenic recombination (gene conversion) and inter-
genic recombination (crossing-over), the dependence on Dmc1
is strong in intervals with fewDSB hotspots but weaker or absent
in intervals with strong DSB hotspots (Table 1). Our physical
analyses confirm that Dmc1 is not required for HJ formation,
either IS or IH, or for crossover DNA at two strong hotspots
(Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure S3, Figure S4, and Figure S5).
In two intervals without strong hotspots, total (IS plus IH) HJ
formation depends on Dmc1 and on Swi5-Sfr1, indicating
that these HJs are primarily IH (Figure 5). Thus, the genetic and
physical data indicate that Dmc1 is required only for IH HJ forma-
tion and only in DSB hotspot-poor intervals. To our knowledge,
this is the first report of a locus-dependent requirement for
Dmc1 in HJ formation.What might be the basis of Dmc1’s differential action at DSB
hotspots versus other intervals? Once a DSB is made, the
double-strand (ds) DNA end would seem to be the same,
whether at a hotspot or not. As noted above, the recombination
mediators Rad22-Rti1 and Swi5-Sfr1 influence the choice of
partner for DSB repair. In addition, we propose that some aspect
of chromatin structure, broadly defined as DNA and closely
associated proteins, distinguishes DSBs at hotspots from
DSBs elsewhere andmakes repair of the latter Dmc1 dependent.
This feature of chromatin may in turn dictate strong (frequent)
versus weak (rare) DSB formation. Thus, chromatin structure
may differentiate chromosomal intervals into two types—DSB
hotspots with Dmc1-independent recombination and non-
hotspot intervals with Dmc1-dependent recombination.
DSBs at hotspots in dmc1D mutants are repaired with
wild-type frequency and efficiency (Young et al., 2004; our
unpublished data). Spore viability is also high in dmc1Dmutants
(Grishchuk and Kohli, 2003; Ellermeier et al., 2004), indicating
that the non-hotspot DSBs are also repaired efficiently. We
conclude that these DSBs, which are repaired primarily with
the homolog in wild-type cells, are repaired primarily with the
sister in dmc1D mutants, thereby accounting for the high spore
viability but low recombinant frequency in these intervals. This
repair may be via SDSA, as very few HJs are formed at non-
hotspots in dmc1Dmutants. Thus, there seems to be a flexibility
of DSB repair in S. pombe not seen in S. cerevisiae, in which
failure to repair DSBs via IH interaction is not compensated for
by increased IS repair (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1997), except
when the IS-preventing activity of the Hop1-Red1-Mek1
complex is disabled (Niu et al., 2007, 2009). In S. pombe, there
are abundant crossovers on each chromosome—about 10, 15,
and 20 on chromosomes 3, 2, and 1, respectively (Munz, 1994).
Prevention of IS repair may not be needed in S. pombe to ensure
a crossover on each homolog pair for their efficient disjunction.
There is additional evidence that partner choice differs in DSB
hotspot-rich and -poor intervals. Regions of the S. pombe
genome with few detectable DSBs have about as many cross-
overs per unit physical distance as regions with hotspots (Young
et al., 2002; Cromie et al., 2007) (Figure 5C and Figure S6;
Table 1). This uniformity of crossover density, arising from a strik-
ingly nonuniform pattern of DSB density, could result either from
control of the crossover:noncrossover ratio or from control of
partner choice for DSB repair. Because in S. pombe the fre-
quency of crossovers associated with gene conversion, 65%–
80%, is similar at hotspots and in hotspot-poor intervals (Cromie
et al., 2005), we favor the second possibility, partner choice.
A Mechanism for Crossover Invariance Stemming from
Partner Choice for DSB Repair: Implications for the
Global Control of Meiotic DSBRepair and Crossing-Over
Our data indicate that low-level DSBs are repaired preferentially
with the homolog and that high-level DSBs, at strong hotspots
such as mbs1 and ade6-3049, are repaired preferentially
with the sister. This differential use of partner for DSB repair
would result in crossover invariance across the genome, i.e., a
nearly constant level of crossing-over per unit physical distance
across the genome (Figure 6). Recent analysis by ChIP-on-chip
of genome-wide Rec12-DNA covalent linkages (DSBs) hasCell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 251
Figure 6. Model for Crossover Invariance by Differential Choice
of Homolog versus Sister Chromatid for DSB Repair
DSB repair at strong DSB hotspots is predominantly with the sister chromatid
and therefore yields few crossovers per DSB. At weaker DSB sites, repair is
predominantly with the homolog and yields more crossovers per DSB. The
result is a more uniform distribution of crossovers (nearly constant cM/kb;
crossover invariance) than of DSBs, as observed (Young et al., 2002;
Table 1B). The proteins required for DSB repair are also differential, as
indicated (see Figure 1).revealed low-level DSBs between the strong DSB hotspots
(Cromie et al., 2007; Hyppa et al., 2008). Collectively, these
low-level DSBs may contribute as much meiotic recombination
in S. pombe as the strong hotspots do. Strong DSB hotspots
are widely spread across the chromosomes of S. pombe,
spaced on average about 65 kb apart with weaker DSB sites
between them (e.g., see Figure 5C and Figure S6), but there is
a nearly uniform frequency of crossovers per kb across the
genome. Young et al. (2002) observed a nearly constant
crossover density,0.12 cM per kb, in >20 intervals surrounding
mbs1, similar to the 0.17 cM/kb genome-wide and 0.12–
0.19 cM/kb for the six intervals tested here (Table 1B). In the
short (4.8 kb) interval centered on the DSB hyper-hotspot
mbs1, the density is about 6-fold higher (1.0 cM/kb) (Cromie
et al., 2005, 2006), but these crossovers are only about half of
the total crossovers in the ura1–rqh1 interval, even though nearly
all of the DSBs are in this small interval (Figure 5C). The partner
choice we describe here accounts for a more uniform crossover
density (crossover invariance) than the strikingly nonuniform
pattern of DSBs would predict.
A related but distinct concept of crossover control was intro-
duced by Martini et al. (2006) after they observed in S. cerevisiae
that, when DSBs were reduced by certain spo11 non-null
mutations, crossovers were not reduced in parallel but rather
were maintained near the wild-type level at the expense of
noncrossovers. They designated this control ‘‘crossover homeo-
stasis’’ and suggested that it occurs by the same mechanism as252 Cell 142, 243–255, July 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.crossover interference. Genome-wide analysis of crossovers
and gene conversions (a measure of DSBs) confirmed crossover
homeostasis in wild-type S. cerevisiae (Chen et al., 2008); zip2
and zip4 mutants are deficient in both crossover homeostasis
and crossover interference, suggesting that the two mecha-
nisms are closely related. As there is no crossover interference
in S. pombe (Munz, 1994), Martini et al. (2006) suggested that
there would be no crossover homeostasis in S. pombe.
We find that a different type of crossover control—crossover
invariance—exists in S. pombe. The two different ways of
maintaining a constant level of crossovers may reflect similar
biological requirements for meiotic recombination but different
patterns of meiotic DSB formation. In both yeasts there is
genetically controlled, differential repair of DSBs—with or
without crossing-over in S. cerevisiae (Martini et al., 2006) and
with the sister or with the homolog in S. pombe (this study).
The primary role of crossover control in S. cerevisiae may be to
help ensure at least one crossover per homolog pair for meiotic
homolog disjunction, whereas in S. pombe the primary role may
be to enhance recombination and the generation of genetic
diversity across the entire genome. The abundant crossing-
over on each S. pombe chromosome obviates the need for
interference, and the high density of strong DSB hotspots on
each S. cerevisiae chromosome allows frequent recombination
between all genes (Buhler et al., 2007). Thus, these two distantly
related yeasts may have adopted different strategies to ensure
that meiotic recombination provides both of its two vital func-
tions—aiding homolog disjunction and promoting genetic diver-
sity. These two yeasts may represent the ends of a spectrum of
crossover control. Other species may use a mixture of the two
types of crossover control to achieve chromosome segregation
and genetic diversification during meiosis.
DSB Repair by Interaction with the Sister Chromatid
in Other Contexts
Mitotic recombination, perhaps a reflection of DSB repair, is
predominantly with the sister chromatid in S. cerevisiae (Kadyk
and Hartwell, 1992) and perhaps in other species. IS repair
avoids crossovers between homologs, which can have delete-
rious effects for at least two reasons. First, if the repair is
between repeated sequences on different chromosomes, trans-
locations can be produced. Second, if the repair is between
allelic positions on the same chromosome, the part of the chro-
mosome centromere-distal to the exchange becomes homozy-
gous in about half of the subsequent cell divisions. Both of these
events can uncover recessive phenotypes, leading for example
to cell inviability or cancer. Thus, choosing the sister as partner
for mitotic DSB repair is important for health. The mechanisms
that govern partner choice in S. pombe meiosis described here
may apply to mitotic DSB repair as well.
Repair of meiotic DSBs with the sister seems to be rarely
considered in discussions of meiotic crossover control, appar-
ently because at the two DSB hotspots tested in S. cerevisiae
IH HJs outnumber IS HJs by 5:1 (Schwacha and Kleckner,
1994, 1997; Allers and Lichten, 2001; Oh et al., 2007; Jessop
and Lichten, 2008). As assayed by light microscopy, IH ex-
changes also appear to outnumber IS exchanges in grasshopper
(Tease and Jones, 1979). In S. pombe, however, IS HJs clearly
outnumber IH HJs, by 3:1, at both DSB hotspots tested
(Cromie et al., 2006) (Figure 3 and Figure S4). Furthermore,
recent evidence indicates that in S. cerevisiae a substantial frac-
tion of meiotic DSBs are repaired with the sister chromatid
(T. Goldfarb and M. Lichten, personal communication); DSBs
very near centromeres may also be repaired with the sister
(Chen et al., 2008). In animals one gender generally has distinct
sex chromosomes, e.g., the X and Y chromosomes of mamma-
lian males. Pairing and exchange between these chromosomes
are limited to a small pseudoautosomal region, yet DSBs
(measured as Rad51 foci) are abundant across these chromo-
somes (e.g., Ashley et al., 1995). In Caenorhabditis elegans, XO
individuals also repair DSBs that arise on the unpaired X
(Jaramillo-Lambert and Engebrecht, 2010). Presumably, the
DSBs in these cases are repaired with the sister chromatid.
Given the wide diversity of mechanisms of meiotic chromo-
some behavior in the several species examined (Moens, 1987;
Egel, 2008a, 2008b) and even at different loci in the same
species (Martini et al., 2006; Table 1; Figure 2 and Figure 5), it
is important to consider the possibility that IS repair is common.
For example, Rad51 microscopic foci, interpreted as DSBs,
outnumber genetic crossovers by 10:1 in mice (Baudat and
de Massy, 2007), 15:1 in Arabidopsis (Mercier et al., 2005),
and 20:1 in maize (Franklin et al., 1999). This result is usually
interpreted to mean that DSBs are repaired by interaction with
the homolog but resulting in a noncrossover (e.g., Baudat and
de Massy, 2007). An alternative explanation is that most DSBs
are repaired by interaction with the sister chromatid, as is the
case at DSB hotspots in S. pombe. In Drosophila melanogaster
crossing-over between sister chromatids, measured as nondis-
junction of a heterozygous ring chromosome, occurs in approx-
imately 30% of meioses and even more frequently in certain
mutants deficient in sister chromatid cohesion (Webber et al.,
2004). Thus, repair of meiotic DSBs with the sister appears to
be widespread.
Our results encourage further investigations, whichmay reveal
additional, unexpected aspects of the control of meiotic DSB
repair and recombination.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
S. pombe Culture and Meiosis Conditions
Diploid pat1-114 strains were thermally induced for meiosis and analyzed for
DNAcontent by flowcytometry as described byCervantes et al. (2000).Meiotic
crosses were conducted and analyzed as described by Young et al. (2002).
Gel Electrophoresis and Hybridization Quantification
Cells imbedded in agarose plugs were lysed with enzymes and treated
with Proteinase K as described by Cervantes et al. (2000). The DNA was
digested with appropriate restriction enzymes and analyzed by gel electropho-
resis and Southern blot hybridization as described by Young et al. (2002) and
Cromie et al. (2006). The DNA probe for mbs1 is described by Cromie et al.
(2006). The DNA probe for ade6 corresponds to bp 31550–32778 of cosmid
SPCC1322 (GenBank accession number AL035259.1). The DNA probes to
detect HJs in the lys3–aur1 interval (Figure 5, interval a) and 20 kb to the
right of mbs1 (Figure 5, interval b) correspond to bp 573,115–574,115 and
787,609–788,599 of chromosome I, respectively (GenBank accession number
NC_003424.3).
Branched DNA structures were quantified using a Phosphorimager (GE
Healthcare) and ImageQuant TL (Amersham) software. A line was drawnaround the replication or recombination DNA structures, as shown in Figure 2
(top row, 2.5 and 4 hr panels), and around the linear (parental) DNA fragments.
This represented the signal (‘‘volume’’) contributed by each structure. Each
outline was copied and placed to the side of the structures in an area of
the gel representative of the background, and this value was subtracted
from the branched or linear DNA value. The signal of branched DNA (minus
background) was then divided by the signal of total DNA (branched plus linears
minus their background) to give the fraction of branched DNA at each time
point during meiosis.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, six
figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/
j.cell.2010.05.041.
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